Abstract This paper sets out to explain why the verb *cause* tends to occur with negative-sentiment complements (*cause damage, cause problems*), as observed by Stubbs (1995). Formalized using causal models (Pearl 2000, Halpern & Pearl 2005, Schulz 2011), the analysis hinges on the asymmetric inference patterns licensed by necessary versus sufficient causes in the common scenario where some variables in a causal model remain uncertain. States of certainty/uncertainty are captured by subdividing the traditional definitions of necessity and sufficiency into a local version (all other variables fixed at particular values) and a global version (all other variables unsettled). $C$ *causes* $E$ is argued to entail that $C$ is locally sufficient for $E$, and to implicate that $C$ is at least possibly locally necessary for $E$. With this definition, it is shown that $C$ *causes* $E$ can be truthfully applied to more uncertain contexts when $C$ is a globally sufficient cause of $E$ rather than a globally necessary one. *Cause* thus tends to occur with outcomes depending on a single globally sufficient cause — outcomes which are moreover shown to be negative in sentiment, reflecting the independently motivated “Anna Karenina Principle” that bad outcomes tend to require single sufficient causes, thus indirectly explaining why *cause* prefers negative-sentiment complements. The meaning and collocational sentiment of *cause* are used to illuminate one another.
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1 Introduction

The verb cause—debated for centuries\(^1\)—might seem in theory to have a purely logical and emotionally neutral meaning. Relatively frequent and difficult to paraphrase, cause straddles the border between a content word and a function word, with no obvious affective dimension. But in corpus usage, cause shows a striking, unexplained tendency to combine with emotionally negative complements such as damage and problems (Stubbs 1995, Stefanowitsch & Gries 2003, Xiao & McEnery 2006, Childers 2016, Hauser & Schwarz 2018). Aiming to use formal and emotional elements of meaning to illuminate one another, this paper explains the negative collocation of cause by leveraging the asymmetric inference patterns licensed by necessary versus sufficient causes, combined with the insight (the Anna Karenina Principle of Diamond 1997) that good outcomes involve many individually necessary-but-insufficient factors, such that the absence of any one of them suffices for a bad outcome.

First, the paper confirms the negative-sentiment corpus distribution of cause (Section 2). Next (Section 3), I use causal models (Pearl 2000, Halpern & Pearl 2005, Sloman, Barbey & Hotaling 2009, Schulz 2011, Baglini & Francez 2016, Nadathur 2016, Nadathur & Lauer 2020, Hitchcock 2020) to cross-cut the traditional definitions of necessity and sufficiency into a logically stronger global version (other variables unsettled) and a logically weaker local version (other variables fixed at particular values). When people make causal claims, it is often not clear what causal model they are entertaining; these definitions allow us to reason not just about fully determined models, but also about those involving uncertainty. In this framework, C causes E is argued to entail that C is locally sufficient for E, and to implicate that C is at least possibly locally necessary for E.

In situations where the values of some causally relevant variables are uncertain, this state of affairs is automatically satisfied if C is a globally sufficient cause of E (global sufficiency entails local sufficiency), but is not determined if C is a globally necessary cause of E (Section 4). As a result, C
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\textit{cause}s \( E \) is true in a wider variety of uncertain situations when \( C \) is a globally sufficient cause of \( E \) versus a globally necessary one.

The final puzzle piece links the necessity/sufficiency asymmetry back to sentiment (Section 5). The Anna Karenina Principle of Diamond (1997) — encapsulated in Tolstoy’s novel by that name — states that, in general, many different factors are individually necessary but insufficient for success, while the absence of any one of them is sufficient for failure. Using experimental data, the Anna Karenina Principle is derived from the deeper insight that causal models are subjective. When a person desires a given outcome, they tend to assign a model with multiple individually necessary but insufficient causes; when they wish to avoid that outcome, they tend to assign a model requiring a single sufficient cause. I argue that the Anna Karenina Principle arises because people assign different causal models to the outcomes that they view as desirable versus undesirable.

Recall that \( C \textit{ causes } E \) is true in a wider variety of uncertain situations when \( C \) is a globally sufficient cause of \( E \) — which the Anna Karenina Principle links to bad outcomes. \( C \textit{ causes } E \) is true in a more limited class of situations when \( C \) is a globally necessary cause of \( E \), which this principle links to good outcomes. Thus, \( C \textit{ causes } E \) is more often true of bad outcomes than good outcomes, explaining why the complements of \textit{cause} tend to be negative (Section 6). This explanation is defended (Section 7) over an alternative whereby \textit{cause} is used to blame the violators of norms (Hart & Honoré 1959, Hilton & Slugoski 1986, Hitchcock & Knobe 2009, Alicke, Rose & Bloom 2011). The same analysis can be extended to \textit{because}, also shown (Section 8) to involve negative collocational sentiment.

Stepping back (Section 9), this exploration illuminates how the causal models constructed for a given situation are subjective and uncertain; how necessary versus sufficient causes give rise to asymmetric inferences under uncertainty; and how affective dimensions of logical/functional language can be derived from its semantic core (Potts 2011, Acton & Potts 2014, Beltrama 2016, Acton 2019).

\section{2 \textit{Cause} occurs with negative-sentiment complements}

As first observed by Stubbs (1995), the verb \textit{cause} occurs mainly in unpleasant collocations, such as \textit{cause damage/problems/confusion}, with the effect that when an event is described using \textit{cause} (versus other verbs such as \textit{make} or \textit{produce}), people choose negative-sentiment adjectives to complete the sentence in a fill-in-the-blank task (Childers 2016) and evaluate the event
negatively (Hauser & Schwarz 2018). Here, “negative” refers to the emotional valence typically assigned to a word and/or its referent, drawing on the insight (Osgood, Suci & Tannenbaum 1957) that content words carry emotional as well as denotational meaning; poor, death, and destroy are negative in sentiment, while fun, holiday, and celebrate are positive; geographic, car, and pull are relatively neutral.

2.1 Replicating the negative-sentiment distribution of cause

This finding is further replicated using tools built by the natural language processing community (popularized by Pang & Lee 2008) to automatically annotate textual sentiment. The data were drawn from Reddit, a public United States-based web discussion platform whose contents were (up until 2023) made available to researchers by Baumgartner et al. (2020). I used ten million words of comments from January 2018 in the AskReddit forum (a large forum dedicated to general-interest topics); I excluded repeated comments, those written by self-identified bots, and those containing non-ASCII characters.

A dependency parser (Honnibal & Johnson 2015) was used to extract all clauses with a verb as their root. For each clause, each lemmatized noun subject (if any), each lemmatized direct object (if any) or sentential complement clause (if any) of every verb, sentiment was labeled using the Hedonometer of Dodds et al. (2011, 2015), which aggregates human Likert ratings for the emotional valence of words (chosen over other sentiment tools because it covers more word types).

2 After the famous ChatGPT language model was trained in part on Reddit data with no compensation to Reddit, Reddit made its data harder to access. I still have access to the January 2018 portion of Baumgartner et al. (2020).

3 All data and code are available through the Open Science Framework at the link https://osf.io/mv5gk/.

4 To calculate the sentiment of a multi-word clause, I gathered the average sentiment of all its component words, excluding those with middling sentiment ratings between 4 and 6 on a 1–9 scale (Dodds et al. 2011: p. 5). Dodds et al. (2011) use the term “stop words” — normally reserved for highly frequent function words such as the and of, which are sometimes excluded in certain language processing applications — for words with a middling rating between 4 and 6. This terminology is somewhat confusing, because those middling-sentiment words include content words such as bottle which are not normally considered “stop words.” In any case, Dodds et al. (2011) suggest that such words should be excluded from the calculation of the mean sentiment of a string. While Dodds et al. (2011) weight a word's sentiment by its inverse frequency, I simply take the unweighted average after excluding those with middling ratings.
Figure 1  Mean Hedonometer sentiment for all clauses in Reddit data containing a verb; all lemmatized subject nouns (NSubjects); and all lemmatized direct object nouns (DObjects), for all other verbs versus the verb cause. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.

The Hedonometer gives cause (not part-of-speech-tagged) a middling rating of 5.22 on a 1–9 scale, which falls close to the average across all verbs of 5.38, and within the range that Dodds et al. (2011) see as sentiment-neutral. But comparing cause to all other verbs, I find that the verb cause (which serves as the root of 512 unique clauses) occurs in more-negative clauses (mean = 4.78 versus 5.94), with somewhat more-negative lemmatized subject nouns (mean = 5.23 versus 5.80), and especially with much more negative lemmatized direct objects (mean = 3.96 versus 5.66).

(1)  
\[ \text{Cause} \]
\[ a. \quad \text{Poverty}_{\text{NSUBJ}} \text{ causes}_{\text{VERB}} \text{ depression}_{\text{DOBJ}}. \]
\[ b. \quad \text{This}_{\text{NSUBJ}} \text{ causes}_{\text{VERB}} \text{ inflation}_{\text{DOBJ}}. \]
\[ c. \quad \text{Everything}_{\text{NSUBJ}} \text{ causes}_{\text{VERB}} \text{ cancer}_{\text{DOBJ}}. \]
(2) **All other verbs**

a. Insubj remember<sub>verb</sub> those days<sub>obj</sub>.
b. It<sub>NSUBJ</sub> breaks<sub>verb</sub> my heart<sub>obj</sub>.
c. Where do you buy<sub>verb</sub> it<sub>obj</sub>?

These effects are all highly significant ($p < 0.001$) in unpaired, two-sided $t$ tests. Figure 1 shows the mean Hedonometer rating for full clauses, noun subjects, and direct objects of all other verbs compared to *cause*.

The Hedonometer (Dodd<sub>ds et al. 2011</sub>) uses a nine-point scale, with a midpoint of five. For all clauses containing verbs other than *cause*, 18% of them have a Hedonometer rating less than five, compared to 53% of clauses containing *cause*. For all direct object tokens of verbs other than *cause*, 16% of them have a Hedonometer rating less than five, compared to 65% of direct object tokens of *cause*. In other words, at least half of *cause*’s tokens are associated with negative sentiment.

Most of the direct object nouns of *cause*—*depression, inflation*, and so on (1)—denote events or states according to the WordNet ontology (Miller et al. 1990), but (in an unpaired $t$ test) are on average significantly more negative in sentiment (mean = 2.96) even compared to other eventuality-denoting direct objects (mean = 5.52).

As for clausal complements (3), those of *cause* are also more negative in sentiment (mean = 5.33) than those of other verbs (mean = 5.91), again significant by the $t$ test. These data are less reliable, though, because the dependency parser often mistakes the discourse connective *(be)cause* (discussed below in Section 8) for a verb with a clausal complement (*cause there’s no other option*). I filtered the 71 instances of *cause* with a clausal complement by hand to remove such cases, finding only 25 true instances (full clauses such as (3) as well as ditransitive cases such as *caused me harm*).<sup>5</sup> These 25 true clausal complements of *cause* are also more negative in sentiment (mean = 5.04) than those of other verbs (mean = 5.91).

(3)  a. **Cause: causing** [less and less jobs to be available]<sub>icomp</sub>.
    b. Other clause-embedding verbs: I thought [it was cool back then]<sub>icomp</sub>.

Echoing Stubbs (1995), these results show that *cause* is distributionally associated with negative sentiment.

<sup>5</sup> Stefanowitsch & Gries (2003) find that *cause* has negative-sentiment direct objects in its ditransitive form as well as its transitive one (*cause you inconvenience*).
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2.2 Towards an analysis

For content words such as $poor$ or $destroy$, negative sentiment is clearly based in their meaning. But the meaning of $cause$ might seem in principle to be purely logical, and the word itself is annotated as neutral. Thus, while it is clear that $cause$ occurs in negative-sentiment contexts, it is much less clear why.

Of course, it would be circular to argue that $cause$ takes on negative sentiment because it appears in negative-sentiment contexts, or vice versa (Stubbs 1995). Perhaps newsworthy events tend to be negative (Stubbs 1995)—but that would not explain why $cause$ patterns more negatively than any other word in the corpus. Perhaps humans prefer stasis, so that caused changes tend to be negative (Louw & Chateau 2010). Perhaps $cause$ describes events where an agent overpowers the will of a patient, which the patient would view negatively (Childers 2016). Perhaps, as discussed in Section 7, $cause$ is used (for some reason) to profile norm violations and assign blame. Perhaps $cause$ lexicalizes negative sentiment in some way— for Childers (2016), via a conventional implicature in the sense of Grice (1989) and Potts (2004)—but this meaning would have to be either stipulated or somehow explained, and one would have to further explain why $cause$ can also appear in positive-sentiment contexts without contradiction, as in the web-attested (4):

(4) What $causes$ happiness?${^6}$

As (4) illustrates, the negative collocation of $cause$ is a tendency rather than an absolute, and thus cannot be explained absolutely. To reconcile (4) with the claim that $cause$ lexicalizes a negative-sentiment conventional implicature, Childers (2016) proposes that $cause$ polysemously encodes two meanings: $cause_1$, which is unmarked with respect to formality and conventionally implicates negative sentiment from the speaker, as in (1); and $cause_2$ which is restricted to formal/academic registers and is unmarked with respect to sentiment, as in (4). Here, Childers (2016) echoes Hunston (2007), who suggests that $cause$ is neutral in scientific writing when it describes events that do not directly involve humans, but this claim conflicts with the finding from Louw & Chateau (2010) that $cause$ favors negative complements even in the

---

---

---

6 From an article in the Greater Good Magazine based at the University of California, Berkeley by Kira Newman, July 28, 2015: https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/six_ways_happiness_is_good_for_your_health

6:7
Academic genre of the Corpus of Contemporary American English (Davies 2008-).

In this paper, in contrast, I pursue an analysis whereby *cause* has a unified meaning across registers, consistent with both negative and positive uses (1)-(4). Rather than positing negative sentiment in the lexical meaning of *cause*, I propose to derive it from a sentiment-neutral core semantics, which interacts with independent facts about the types of situations that *cause* describes.

This approach takes inspiration from Potts (2011), who observes that negation (*not*) would seem *a priori* to have a neutral, logical meaning, and yet disproportionately occurs in negative-sentiment movie reviews. Potts proposes that negation comes to be associated with negative sentiment because it is used in dispreferred discourse moves such as disagreeing, rejecting, and uninformative statements. Inspiring a larger exploration of the affective meanings of function words (Potts 2011, Acton & Potts 2014, Beltrama 2016, Acton 2019), the negative sentiment of negation is built pragmatically atop a sentiment-neutral semantic core. This paper applies the same framework to *cause*.

3 Definitions: Local versus global necessity versus sufficiency; *cause* itself

The analysis begins with a sentiment-neutral basic meaning for *cause*. Causal relations can be systematized using causal models (Pearl 2000, Halpern & Pearl 2005, Sloman, Barbey & Hotaling 2009, Schulz 2011, Baglini & Francez 2016, Nadathur & Lauer 2020, Hitchcock 2020), functions determining how a variable depends on those represented as causally upstream in a directed acyclic graph (a causal structure). Causal models do not reduce causation to any deeper primitive, but explicate causal relations so that they can be studied formally.

Causal models are a powerful framework which can represent elaborate structures: variables might take on continuous values or probabilities, might mitigate or moderate one another, or might trigger a cascading chain of effects. But this paper focuses on a simple, deterministic model, inspired by Sloman, Barbey & Hotaling (2009), with three binary variables: a light which is (always and only) on when its two switches are both on (Figure 3), and off if any of its switches is off.
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![Figure 2](image)

The light is (always, only) on when both switches are on.

### 3.1 Necessity versus sufficiency

In this example, the two switches represent exogenous variables which get their values (on or off) by stipulation; the light represents an endogenous variable whose value is determined by the switches. With two switches, the light is just complex enough to distinguish necessity versus sufficiency (5)-(6) (these concepts date at least to Hume 1748; my formulation takes inspiration from Pearl 1999). For the light to be on, it is necessary that Switch 1 is on (counterfactually, if Switch 1 were not on, the light would not be on either). For the light to be off, it is sufficient that Switch 1 is off.

5. *C is necessary* for *E* iff *E* guarantees *C*.  
   If not *C*, then not *E*.

6. *C is sufficient* for *E* iff *C* guarantees *E*.  
   If *C*, then *E*.

In this example, the light being on represents a conjunctive, “multiple-necessary” scenario (Kelley 1973, Kun & Weiner 1973, Halpern & Pearl 2005): the two switches must both be on for the light to be on, so each one is individually necessary-but-insufficient for that outcome. Together, the two switches being on represent a “sufficient set” (Mackie 1965, Wright 1985, 2013, Baglini & Bar-Asher Siegal 2020) for the light to be on—a conjunction
of multiple factors that are jointly sufficient for the result. Conversely, the light being off represents a disjunctive, “single-sufficient” scenario: any one switch being off is enough for the light to be off, so each one is individually sufficient-but-unnecessary. Of course, the conjunctive and disjunctive scenarios are mirror images in general (Kun & Weiner 1973, von Wright 1974, Bar-Asher Siegal & Boneh 2019): if two conditions are both necessary for a result, then the absence of either one is sufficient for the absence of that result.

Here, the arguments $C$ and $E$ of cause are technically propositions, because they denote truth values: it can be true or false that the switch or the light is on/off. On the other hand, we normally think of causation as a relation between events (or, to be more precise, eventualities — events and states in the terminology of Bach 1986): one event causes another. To unify the boolean character of propositions with the intuition that causation involves events, we follow Lewis (1973) in taking the arguments of the verb cause as propositions that certain events occur. The syntactic form does not matter; its arguments can be event-denoting noun phrases; individual-denoting noun phrases understood metonymically to refer to that individual’s actions; clauses; and so on — all that matters is that $C$ and $E$ can be understood the propositions that certain eventualities are instantiated.

While the definitions of necessity and sufficiency are straightforward, it is much less clear how they play a role in the lexical semantics of words such as cause. Some researchers (Lewis 1973, Hobbs 2005, Neeleman & Van de Koot 2012, Nadathur & Lauer 2020) have defined cause primarily in terms of necessity, others in terms of sufficiency (used by Ikuta et al. 2014 for cause, and by Nadathur & Lauer 2020 for the periphrastic causative make), and others (Mackie 1965, Halpern & Pearl 2005, Wright 1985, 2013, Baglini & Bar-Asher Siegal 2020, Beller, Bennett & Gerstenberg 2020) using more elaborate combinations of the two.\footnote{Another line of work (Talmy 1988, Wolff 2007) does not use logical relations such as (5)-(6) but instead defines causation by analogy to the physical world using concepts such as force and energy.} In prior literature, the roles of necessity and sufficiency in the meaning of cause remain unresolved.

3.2 Causal models are subjective and uncertain

Contributing to the debate about the meaning of cause, it is often not clear what causal models are entertained by speakers or hearers in a conversation.
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where *cause* is used (Hobbs 2005, Halpern & Pearl 2005, Hitchcock 2020, Menzies & Beebee 2020). The lightbulb in Figure 3 represents the rare case where the model is fully explicit. In contrast, in a conversation in which (7) is used, it is not clear whether the speaker is imagining a model with only one upstream variable (the circuit), or one with many upstream variables including the electricity being connected, the presence of oxygen, and the house being made of dry wood.

(7) The short circuit caused the house fire. (adapted from Mackie 1965)

For any real-world situation, there is no single correct causal model and no objective way to decide which contributing factors to include or leave out. In creating a model of (7), Halpern & Pearl (2005) explain, we could represent the house’s dry wood as an exogenous variable (stipulated to be true), as an endogenous variable (dependent on some other upstream factors), or could leave it out entirely as an unstated background fact. Such choices are subjective; “It is not always straightforward to decide what the ‘right’ causal model is in a given situation, nor is it always obvious which of two causal models is ‘better’ in some sense” (Halpern & Pearl 2005: Section 2). It depends whether the dry wood is taken for granted or in question, which depends on the situation as well as one’s view of it.

Along the same lines, Hobbs (2005) argues that we focus on a subset of relevant factors in causal reasoning, typically those that can be altered by human action, while backgrounding others as “presumable;” the choice of which factors are considered changeable or presumable is “dependent upon […] the situation or context.” Kun & Weiner (1973) describe scenarios and then elicit the structure of the causal model imagined by each experimental participant, leveraging the assumption that a person’s model is not fully determined by the scenario, nor necessarily shared by others. Empirically, Glymour & Wimberly (2007: Section 8) lament that causal intuitions “may vary considerably from person to person” in experiments, and Bethard et al. (2008) abandon an attempt to elicit corpus annotations of necessary versus sufficient causes due to low inter-annotator agreement. Exploring judgments of causal responsibility, Lagnado, Gerstenberg & Zultan (2014: p. 1065) observe that “even when presented with an identical scenario[,] people might construct different models and hence legitimately differ in their responsibility judgments.”

Just as it is a subjective and uncertain task to construct a model for a given situation, it is also subjective and uncertain to choose one of many
contributing factors as “the” cause of a result—a question known as “causal selection” (Hart & Honoré 1959, Lewis 1973, Cheng & Novick 1991, Hobbs 2005, Neeleman & Van de Koot 2012, Baglini & Bar-Asher Siegal 2020, Bar-Asher Siegal, Bassel & Hagmayer 2021). For example, how is a single cause (the circuit) chosen as the syntactic subject of cause among many contributing factors (the circuit, electricity, oxygen, dry wood) which might or might not be represented in a model of the situation? This question is attributed to Mill (1843), who writes:

“Causation is seldom if ever between a consequent and a single antecedent…but usually between a consequent and the sum of several antecedents, the occurrence of all of them being requisite to produce …the consequent. In such cases it is very common to single out only one of the antecedents under the denomination of Cause, calling the others merely Conditions.”

(A System of Logic, Chapter 5, Section 3; cited by Baglini & Bar-Asher Siegal 2020)

In other words, just as interlocutors might be uncertain about the structure of the model, they might also be uncertain about whether various variables in the model are in question or fixed at one value or another as background conditions. Both types of uncertainty arise because one's causal model depends on subjective judgment. When the Anna Karenina Principle is discussed later on (Section 5), we expand the idea that causal models are subjective; here, we focus on the result that it can be difficult to recover the model imagined by a person who makes a causal claim.

### 3.3 Local versus global necessity versus sufficiency

This paper attempts to clarify the uncertainty of causal models both visually and conceptually. On a visual level, the lightbulb illustrations explicate the model under discussion. As for which variables are fixed or changeable, the illustrations (Table 1) use a blue lock icon to indicate variables fixed at particular values, and a gray box to hide those whose values are undetermined.

On a conceptual level, the paper proposes to subdivide the traditional definitions of necessity and sufficiency (5)–(6) into a global version (all other variables left open) and a local version (all other variables fixed at specific values)—using terminology from econometrics (Forni & Gambetti 2014) and
ideas drawn from Mackie (1965), Halpern & Pearl (2005), Baglini & Francez (2016), Martin (2018), Nadathur & Lauer (2020), and Baglini & Bar-Asher Siegal (2020). The idea of “fixed” variables does not imply temporal order (though see Martin 2018, Baglini & Bar-Asher Siegal 2020 for discussion of temporality); it just means that these variables are held constant where others may be unknown or changeable. These definitions help us understand how we reason about causal models in situations where different variables are uncertain versus fixed.8

As shown in the top row of Table 1, a variable C is locally necessary for an outcome E if it is necessary for E given a particular fixed setting of other relevant variables. Here, S1=OFF (the state where Switch 1 is off) is not globally necessary for L=OFF (we can imagine situations where L=OFF even when S1=ON, namely when S2=OFF), but is locally necessary for L=OFF if we take S2=ON as fixed. Similarly, C is locally sufficient for E if it is sufficient given a particular fixed setting of other variables (echoing the idea of a “sufficient set” from Mackie 1965, Wright 1985, 2013, Baglini & Bar-Asher Siegal 2020 and the idea from Nadathur & Lauer 2020 of sufficiency with respect to a background situation in which other variables are fixed at the correct values). S1=ON is not globally sufficient for L=ON (if S2=OFF, the light would still be off even if S1=ON), but is locally sufficient for L=ON if we take S2=ON as fixed. These local definitions represent situations where interlocutors know that other variables are fixed at specified values.

Turning to the second row of Table 1, a variable C is globally necessary for an outcome E if it is necessary for E regardless of what happens to any other variable: S1=ON is globally necessary for L=ON because, no matter what happens to any other variable, the light is only on if S1 is on. Similarly, C is globally sufficient for E if it is sufficient for E regardless of what happens to any other variable: S1=OFF is globally sufficient for L=OFF because, no matter what happens to any other variable, the light is off if S1 is off. These global definitions represent situations where the relation between C and E is logically strong enough that it holds even when interlocutors may be uncertain about the values of other variables in the model, or uncertain about whether other variables are included in the model or not.

---

8 A note on terminology: The distinction between local and global necessity/sufficiency is independent of the distinction between “type” and “token” causation (generic causal statements versus statements about particular instances). All of this paper’s lightbulb illustrations represent particular instances (“token” causation), but some of them represent local necessity/sufficiency, and others represent global versions thereof.
Table 1  Illustrated definitions of local versus global necessity versus sufficiency.
Having sketched these definitions with examples, (8)–(11) make them more explicit. Throughout, these definitions are interpreted relative to some causal model \( M \) in which \( C \) is causally upstream of \( E \), meaning that there is at least some possible setting of other variables in the model \( M \) such that toggling the truth of \( C \) changes the value of \( E \): to use the terminology of Hobbs (2005), \( C \) must be “change-relevant” for \( E \). As a general principle of constructing useful causal models (Hobbs 2005), I assume that every variable must be change-relevant for all its downstream variables: if the sun is going to come up whether or not I set my alarm, then we cannot construct a perverse model where my alarm is placed upstream of the sun.

(8) \( C \) is locally necessary for \( E \) iff, given some fixed setting of all other upstream variables in \( M \), \( E \) would not happen but for \( C \).

(9) \( C \) is globally necessary for \( E \) iff, no matter what happens to any other upstream variables in \( M \), \( E \) would not happen but for \( C \).

(10) \( C \) is locally sufficient for \( E \) iff, given some fixed setting of all other upstream variables in \( M \), \( C \) guarantees \( E \).

(11) \( C \) is globally sufficient for \( E \) iff, no matter what happens to any other upstream variables in \( M \), \( C \) guarantees \( E \).

3.4 Proposed satisfaction conditions for \( C \) causes \( E \)

These definitions underlie this paper’s proposed satisfaction conditions for \( C \) causes \( E \), where \( C \) and \( E \) are propositions that certain eventualities occur:

(12) \( C \) causes \( E \) in world \( w \) at time \( t \) with respect to a causal model \( M \):

a. Entails that: \( C \) and \( E \) both hold in \( w \) at or prior to \( t \).

b. Entails that: \( C \) is locally sufficient for \( E \) in \( M \).

c. Implicates that: \( C \) is at least possibly locally necessary for \( E \) in \( M \).

On this definition, \( C \) causes \( E \) entails that \( C \) and \( E \) both hold in the actual world \( w \), and further that \( C \) — perhaps in combination with other fixed variables — guarantees \( E \) in the associated causal model \( M \). As for the relation between the actual world \( w \) and the causal model \( M \), I assume that for \( M \) to be useful, it should align with \( w \) on the values of \( C \) and \( E \) as well as any other upstream variables taken to determine them. To align with \( w \), \( M \) must include the fact that \( C \) and \( E \) both occur, which thus entails that \( C \) is
locally sufficient for $E$ given the correct setting of other variables in $M$ that affect $E$. The two conjuncts (12a) and (12b) ensure that $w$ and $M$ align in the desired manner. Finally, $C$ causes $E$ conversationally implicates (Grice 1989, Potts 2015) that it’s at least possible, given what’s known/fixed in $M$, that $E$ would not happen but for $C$ (12c).

This definition (12) only makes reference to the local versions of necessity and sufficiency introduced above, where all other variables in a causal model are fixed; but we will see below (Section 4) that its consequences extend to the cases of global necessity and sufficiency, where some variables in a model remain uncertain.

To situate (12) within the literature, it is clear that $C$ causes $E$ entails that $C$ and $E$ both hold in the actual world (Mackie 1965, Lewis 1973). Moreover, if $C$ is taken to be causally upstream of $E$ in a model $M$, then the occurrence of both $C$ and $E$ is actually equivalent to the claim that $C$ is locally sufficient for $E$ in $M$: if $C$ and $E$ both hold, then other variables in the model must be set to allow $E$, so that $C$ combined with those other variables jointly guarantee $E$ (Baglini & Bar-Asher Siegal 2020). Thus, the first conjunct (12a) (that $C$ and $E$ both occur in $w$) is uncontroversial, and the second (12b) (that $C$ is locally sufficient for $E$ in $M$) is synonymous with the first when we assume that $M$ must align with $w$ on the values of $C$ and $E$.

The implicature of necessity (12c) takes inspiration from Nadathur & Lauer (2020), who propose that the causative make construction $C$ makes $E$ entails that $C$ is (locally) sufficient for $E$ and implicates that it is also necessary; but (12c) is formulated to account for situations where some variables in the model may remain unsettled. To derive this implicature conversationally, I suggest that it would be uninformative to say that $C$ caused $E$ if $E$ was going to happen regardless.

In other words, apart from using the new definitions of local necessity and sufficiency proposed above, (12) echoes longstanding ideas from the literature. Turning to an example, we may not know exactly what causal model $M$ is entertained by a person who utters (13) (please see Section 3.2), but (12) predicts a causal model where the short circuit — in combination with other fixed variables, such as the presence of oxygen and the house being made of dry wood — sufficed for the fire, and where, without the short circuit, the fire might not have happened.
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(13) The short circuit caused the house fire (in \(w\), with respect to a model \(M\)).
   a. Entails that: The short circuit and house fire both occur in \(w\).
   b. Entails that: The short circuit is locally sufficient for the fire in \(M\).
   c. Implicates that: Without the short circuit, it’s at least possible in \(M\) that the fire would not have happened.

On this analysis, it is worth clarifying which elements of a causal claim are subjective versus objective. I argue that in constructing a model, an agent subjectively decides which factors are backgrounded, fixed, or actionable. The speaker’s imagined model is not a presupposition of the verb *cause* (though see Bar-Asher Siegal & Boneh 2020 for discussion of causal relations in the presupposition-diagnosing context of linguistic negation), but part of their beliefs about the world.

Thus, two people could reasonably hold different models of the same situation, which might lead to miscommunication or faultless disagreement (Kölbel 2004), for example about whether a fire was caused by a short circuit, faulty electrical wiring, the failure of a negligent landlord to fix the wiring, and so on. On the other hand, when there is a single, explicit, shared causal model (as in this paper’s lightbulb illustrations), then a causal claim about such a model can be objectively true or false, depending on whether the model fits the proposed definition (12) for the verb *cause*.

In support of this proposed definition, I argue below (Section 4) that it correctly predicts the situations in which *C causes E* is judged true, and ultimately (Section 6) grounds an explanation of why *cause* favors negative-sentiment complements.

### 3.5 Challenges to the proposed definition

Before proceeding, it is worth clarifying how this proposed definition of *cause* (12) handles various challenges raised for all analyses thereof.

#### 3.5.1 Episodic versus generic causal statements

The proposed definition (12) follows Lewis (1973: p. 558) in that it is “meant to apply to causation in particular cases” (also known as “token causation”) but is “not an analysis of causal generalizations” (“type causation”) such as those made by generic sentences (14), often associated with bare nouns and
simple present tense (Carlson 1977, Krifka et al. 1995; please see Leslie & Lerner 2021 for a recent review). Without going too far afield into this rich literature, I suggest that the proposed definition (12) could be combined with an analysis of generic sentences (Krifka et al. 1995, Leslie & Lerner 2021) to handle such cases.

(14) Smoking causes cancer. (McCawley 1976)

As a sketch, (14) might be analyzed to mean that in general, in situations of the relevant type, smoking and cancer both occur, meaning that smoking is (perhaps in combination with background variables such as a person’s age and genetic disposition) locally sufficient for cancer, and to implicate that without the smoking, it’s at least possible that the cancer would not have occurred.

3.5.2 Causal (in)directness

It is often suggested that cause can describe a causal chain whereby C causes an intermediate event C’ which in turn causes E (Fodor 1970). In this respect, cause is contrasted with causative verbs such as kill, which are claimed (Fodor 1970, Shibatani 1976) — debatably (Neeleman & Van de Koot 2012) — to only allow direct causation, without such intermediaries (please see, e.g., Wolff 2003, Martin 2018, Bar-Asher Siegal & Boneh 2019 for more recent discussion).

For example, in the novel Anna Karenina, the title character’s husband Karenin will not agree to a divorce, meaning that Anna cannot marry her lover nor legitimize their extramarital child. This situation leads Anna to desperation, which leads her to throw herself in front of a train, which leads to a deadly collision. This tragedy can be described by (15) — an indirect chain of causation:

(15) Karenin’s refusal of a divorce caused Anna’s death.

To handle this statement on the proposed definition (12), one option (16) is to simply construct a model that glosses over intermediate steps (Anna’s desperation, her collision with the train, and so on). Other contributing fac-

9 Of course, different readers may be more or less willing to endorse (15), because they may disagree about which factors contributing to Anna’s death should be seen as fixed versus changeable — instantiating the “causal selection” question mentioned above.
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tors (social rules disallowing unilateral divorce and discriminating against extramarital children; the speed of the train; etc) might be represented as factors presumed fixed (in gray), or might be left out entirely. There is no objective fact about what must be included in a causal model, so we are free to construct models where the relation between \( C \) and \( E \) represents a zoomed-out granularity (Pinker 1989: p. 102), eliding intermediaries. Here, Karenin’s refusal is locally sufficient for Anna’s death (sufficient in combination with the rules of their society, which we hold fixed here), as well as locally necessary (she would not have died otherwise)—all consistent with (12).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Karenin refuses} & \quad \text{Social rules} \\
\text{Anna’s death} & \quad \\
\end{align*}
\]

(16)

Another option is to assume that Karenin’s refusal is locally sufficient for Anna’s death in light of its ensuing consequences, which are taken to unfold deterministically when combined with other factors (the rules of their society; the speed of the train) presumed fixed. Here too, (12) is satisfied.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Karenin refuses} & \quad \text{Social rules} \\
\text{Anna feels desperate} & \quad \text{Fast train} \\
\text{Throws self into train} & \quad \\
\text{Anna’s death} & \quad \\
\end{align*}
\]

(17)

In other words, by leveraging the idea that causal models are subjective, we can easily construct models (16)–(17) where the proposed definition (12) holds for indirect causation.

### 3.5.3 Overdetermination

All definitions of *cause* must famously handle overdetermination and pre-emption (Lewis 1973): situations where \( C \) appears to cause \( E \), but where \( E \) was going to happen anyway. In the hallmark example (Lewis 2000), Suzy and Billy both throw rocks at a bottle; Suzy’s rock hits first and the bottle breaks; but Billy’s rock would no doubt have broken it otherwise. On a necessity-based definition (Lewis 1973) of *cause* requiring that \( E \) (the breaking of the bottle) would not happen but for \( C \) (Suzy’s throw), it is puzzling.
that (18a) seems true when the bottle would have broken in any case. On a sufficiency-based definition like the one proposed here, it is perhaps surprising that (18b) seems false — when Billy’s throw and the break both occur, and when Billy’s throw seems sufficient for breaking the bottle, apparently consistent with (12).

(18) a. Suzy’s throw caused the bottle to break.
    b. Billy’s throw caused the bottle to break.

To handle such issues, researchers have invoked additional notions, such as “how”-causation (Lewis 2000, Beller, Bennett & Gerstenberg 2020) or spatiotemporally-specific causal “production” (Hall 2004) — the idea that Suzy’s throw caused the bottle to break in the particular way, at the particular time that it did, following a process set in motion by her throw — to make (18a) true and (18b) false.

Here, in contrast, I suggest that such cases can be handled by (12) as it stands. In brief, as argued by Halpern (2016), the rock-throwing scenario can be represented via two distinct models: one where the bottle is not yet broken, and one where it is.

In Suzy’s model, Suzy throws her rock, at which point the bottle is unbroken; the bottle breaks as a result. Here, Suzy’s throw is locally sufficient (combined with the assumption that the bottle is still whole) for the bottle to break, so (12) correctly makes (18a) true. It’s stipulated (though not depicted in this model) that Billy would have broken the bottle otherwise, violating the implicature of (12) that the bottle might not have broken if not for Suzy’s throw; but it is not surprising that such a contrived situation may result in slight pragmatic oddity. Crucially, (18a) is still strictly true, which I take as a success for the proposed analysis.

(19)

In Billy’s model, Billy throws his rock; but the bottle is already broken, so his rock does not cause the bottle to break. Thus (18b) is correctly predicted to be false.

(20)
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Of course, a full account should grapple in more detail with the decades of philosophical research on such cases. But with this brief sketch, I suggest that the proposed definition (12) can handle overdetermination along with other challenges.

Analyzing both (in)directness and overdetermination, I have proposed to leverage the idea that causal models are subjective and uncertain (Section 3.2) to build models that verify our desired intuitions. Such flexibility is not a wily hack, but derives from the deeper insight that there is no single correct model of a given situation.

In any case, the skeptical reader is welcome to favor their own definition of \textit{cause}. To explain why \textit{cause} favors negative-sentiment complements, all we need is an analysis where \textit{C causes E} entails that \textit{C} is locally sufficient for \textit{E} in \textit{M}, which is equivalent to the truism that \textit{C} and \textit{E} both occur in \textit{w}. That is enough to trigger the asymmetric inference patterns licensed by necessity versus sufficiency under uncertainty, explored in the next section, which underlie this paper's proposed analysis.

4 The proposed analysis

Having defined local versus global necessity and sufficiency as well as \textit{cause}, the payoff comes from exploring the inferential consequences of these definitions. Ultimately, it is argued that \textit{C causes E} is true in a wider variety of uncertain situations when \textit{C} is a globally sufficient cause of \textit{E} rather than a globally necessary one, which in turn is used to explain why \textit{cause} favors negative-sentiment complements.

4.1 Logical consequences of necessity versus sufficiency

Logically, the global versions of necessity and sufficiency asymmetrically entail the local versions; in other words:

(21)  
\begin{itemize}
  \item a. If \textit{C} is globally necessary for \textit{E}, it is \underline{certainly} locally necessary for \textit{E}.
  \item b. If \textit{C} is locally necessary for \textit{E}, it \underline{might or might not be} globally necessary for \textit{E}.
\end{itemize}

(22)  
\begin{itemize}
  \item a. If \textit{C} is globally sufficient for \textit{E}, it is \underline{certainly} locally sufficient for \textit{E}.
  \item b. If \textit{C} is locally sufficient for \textit{E}, it \underline{might or might not be} globally sufficient for \textit{E}.
\end{itemize}
While the global-to-local entailment (21)–(22) applies equally to necessity and sufficiency, other inferential consequences distinguish them in important ways. Namely, in models where some variables are uncertain, a globally sufficient cause licenses stronger inferences than a globally necessary one. This asymmetry constitutes the key to the proposed analysis of why cause favors negative-sentiment complements.

As shown in the right column of Table 2, if C is a globally sufficient cause of E, then— even when other variables are uncertain—knowing C is sufficient for inferring E. Because S1=OFF is globally sufficient for L=OFF, knowing S1=OFF licenses the inference that L=OFF in a model where all variables are specified, as well as in a model where some variables (S2, L) are not given.\(^{10}\) Even if L=OFF is not explicitly provided (bottom right of Table 2), it can be inferred from the globally sufficient fact that S1=OFF.

In contrast (shown in the left column of Table 2), if C is a globally necessary cause of E, then knowing C does not license an inference that E. S1=ON is globally necessary for L=ON, and there are fully specified models (the top left corner of Table 2) where S1=ON and L=ON are both given. But in a model where some variables (S2, L) are not given (bottom left of Table 2), the globally necessary fact that S1=ON does not provide enough information to infer whether L=ON.

4.2 The models where C causes E is true

The next step is to connect these inferential properties to the truth of sentences built from the verb cause. On my proposed analysis (12), C causes E entails that that C and E both occur, and thus that C is locally sufficient for E. If C occurs, then E can be inferred automatically when C is a globally sufficient cause of E (because global sufficiency entails local sufficiency); but need not follow when C is a globally necessary cause of E. As a result, a sentence of the form C causes E is true in a wider range of circumstances when C is a globally sufficient cause of E than when it is a globally necessary cause of E.

The analysis is illustrated by comparing the four quadrants of Table 2. The top row represents the situation where all variables in the model (both switches and the light) are known, so that we can use our local definitions

---

10 Such inferences are laid out in an experiment by Kun & Weiner (1973), who determine two nodes of a ternary causal structure like this paper’s lightbulbs, then ask participants about the third one.
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### Table 2

Asymmetric inferences from necessary versus sufficient causes under uncertainty.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Globally necessary C</th>
<th>Globally sufficient C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>S1=ON causes L=ON</strong></td>
<td><strong>S1=OFF causes L=OFF</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>true</strong></td>
<td><strong>true</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Locally sufficient</strong></td>
<td><strong>Locally sufficient</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **all vars certain**
  - S1=ON
  - Light=ON
  - S2=ON
  - Light=ON

- **some vars uncertain**
  - S1=ON
  - Light=??
  - S2=??
  - Light=??

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Globally necessary C</th>
<th>Globally sufficient C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>S1=ON causes L=ON</strong></td>
<td><strong>S1=OFF causes L=OFF</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>false</strong></td>
<td><strong>true</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Not sure if locally sufficient!</strong></td>
<td><strong>Globally, thus locally sufficient!</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Not sure if L=ON!</strong></td>
<td><strong>Can surely infer that L=OFF!</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **S1=ON causes L=ON**
  - Light=??
  - S2=??
  - Light=??

- **S1=OFF causes L=OFF**
  - Light=??
  - S2=??
  - Light=??

The bottom row of Table 2 represents situations of uncertainty, where we are not sure of the value of some variables and thus must rely on global notions of necessity and sufficiency. If we don't know S2, then it's not true that *S1=ON causes L=ON* (bottom left, in orange) — because, without knowing S2, we don’t know whether L=ON, thus we don’t know whether S1=ON is locally sufficient for L=ON, as required by (12). In contrast, if we know that S1=OFF, then — even without being given the state of S2 or the light — it is true that *S1=OFF causes L=OFF* (bottom right, in green), because S1=OFF is globally and thus locally sufficient for L=OFF, consistent with (12).

In sum, Table 2 — particularly the orange and green cells in the bottom row — show that necessity and sufficiency license asymmetric inferences under uncertainty. When the states of the second switch and the light are not given, the state of the light is left open when S1=ON is globally necessary for L=ON (bottom left in orange), but can be inferred with certainty when...
S1=OFF is globally sufficient for L=OFF (bottom right in green). As a result, \( C \) causes \( E \) is true in a wider range of circumstances when \( C \) is globally sufficient for \( E \) than when it is a globally necessary. For a globally necessary \( C \), \( C \) causes \( E \) is only true when all relevant upstream variables are known to be fixed at the right setting (top left, in green), but not under uncertainty (bottom left, in orange). In contrast, for a globally sufficient \( C \), it is true when \( C \) alone is fixed at the right setting, regardless of whether other variables are fixed (top right, in green) or unsettled (bottom right, also in green). This fact, I argue, is key to explaining why cause tends to combine with negative-sentiment complements.

5 Linking sufficiency to sentiment

The next step is to explain why this logical asymmetry has emotional consequences, namely by leveraging the Anna Karenina Principle (23a)–(23b) that good outcomes tend to have many individually necessary-but-insufficient causes, such that the absence of any of them suffices for a bad outcome: you have to do everything right to succeed; you only have to do one thing wrong to fail.

(23)  
(a. “All happy families are alike; each unhappy family is unhappy in its own way.” — novelist Leo Tolstoy, Anna Karenina, 1878  
(b. “It is possible to fail in many ways ... while to succeed is possible only in one way (for which reason also one is easy and the other difficult).” — philosopher Aristotle, The Nichomachean Ethics, 350 B.C.E.

This principle was named by Diamond (1997), a human geographer, to explain why indigenous animals of many continents were not suitable for domestication; it is invoked11 in economics, ecology, mathematics, and elsewhere. In linguistics, the Anna Karenina Principle underlies the finding from Sassoon (2013) that the positive multidimensional adjective healthy means “healthy along every relevant dimension,” whereas its negative antonym unhealthy means “unhealthy on some relevant dimension”—linking desirable states to multiple individually-necessary-but-insufficient factors, such that the absence of any of them suffices for an undesirable state. In social psychology, the Anna Karenina Principle emerges from the idea (Kanouse 1984)

---
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that “one rancid ingredient can spoil the finest soup” (a single bad attribute overrides countless good ones). The Anna Karenina Principle also captures the finding of Liu, Karasawa & Weiner (1992) that positive emotions are more likely to be ascribed to multiple conjunctive (individually necessary, jointly-sufficient) factors while negative emotions are ascribed to single sufficient factors. Towards the goal of explaining why *cause* favors negative-sentiment complements, the Anna Karenina Principle links the logical necessity/sufficiency asymmetry to an emotional distinction between good and bad outcomes.

In the lightbulb models above (Section 4), L=ON requires two conjunctive conditions (S1=ON, S2=ON) that are individually necessary and jointly sufficient for the light to be on; while L=OFF requires only one of two disjunctive conditions (S1=OFF, S2=OFF) which are individually sufficient for the light to be off. People may be biased to view light as metaphorically preferable over darkness, but these models do not specify which state of the light is desirable; if the structure of the light were reversed so that L=OFF required both switches to be off, our judgments should reflect the logical pattern that globally sufficient conditions license stronger inferences than globally necessary conditions under uncertainty, rather than anything about the desired state of the light. But the Anna Karenina Principle posits that when we move beyond the constrained, fully explicit lightbulb model to the uncertain and subjective models used in the real world, the logical structure of a causal model aligns with the desirability of its outcome.

5.1 Deriving the Anna Karenina Principle

In the social psychology literature, Alves, Koch & Unkelbach (2017) use the Anna Karenina Principle to explain why, across dozens of studies of memory and processing, positively-valenced information is treated as homogenous while negatively-valenced information is more diverse. They derive the Anna Karenina Principle from a deeper “range” principle (named the “Goldilocks principle” by Nouwen 2021), used in astrophysics to characterize habitable planets, that continuous properties such as temperature are only survivable or pleasant at an intermediate range. There is one pleasant range (“just right”) and two unpleasant ones (too hot, too cold); thus desirable temperatures are similar to one another, while undesirable ones are heterogeneous.

Alves, Koch & Unkelbach (2017) succeed in explaining why positive information is processed homogenously, which constitutes one facet of the Anna
Karenina Principle (“all happy families are alike”). But their explanation is limited to continuous properties such as temperature, without addressing boolean causal structure: that many individually necessary-but-insufficient factors contribute to a good outcome, while a single factor suffices for a bad one. The same authors (Unkelbach, Alves & Koch 2020) mention that an ideal food should be the right temperature and the right level of spice, yielding one way to succeed (perfectly warm, perfectly spicy) and eight ways to fail (every possible combination of too hot, too cold; too spicy, too bland). But they do not explain — leveraging von Wright’s insight (von Wright 1974) that the absence of a necessary $C$ is sufficient for not-$E$ — why good food needs a conjunction of desirable properties while a bad food needs only a disjunction of undesirable ones. Thus, there is still room to derive the boolean dimensions of the Anna Karenina Principle from a deeper mechanism.

What makes an outcome “good” or “bad” (according to whom?) and why would such outcomes be assigned different types of causal models? Clarifying the Anna Karenina Principle is valuable not just for its own sake but for what it can tell us about how the subjective endeavor of constructing a causal model (discussed in Section 3.2) is shaped by the desirability of an outcome.

The explanation presented here is grounded in the insight that there is no single correct causal model of a given situation. I propose that when an agent desires an outcome, they view it as an uphill battle requiring many factors that are each necessary but only jointly sufficient for the desired outcome, whereas its alternative is seen as a downhill default requiring any single sufficient factor (the absence of any of the factors necessary for success). In contrast, when an agent wants to avoid an outcome, they view it as a downhill default requiring any single sufficient factor — while viewing its prevention as the uphill battle requiring multiple necessary-but-individually-insufficient factors. The Anna Karenina Principle is derived from the idea that people construct different causal models, uphill battles versus downhill defaults, for the situations that they view as desirable versus undesirable.

Imagine, for example, that a person wants to bring about a fire. I suggest that they will tend to construct a model representing fire as an uphill battle requiring multiple factors (dry wood, matches) which are individually necessary but only jointly sufficient for fire (24a). In contrast, they will tend to view the absence of fire as a downhill default, for which the absence of any necessary factor suffices. Indeed, fire-making instructions mention several
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necessary conditions for a fire \((24b)-(24c)\); the absence of any of them would be sufficient for failure.

(24) **Goal: Bring about a fire**

a. *Fire* (desirable) happens when ...(both necessary)  
   
   ![Diagram](match -> fire, dry wood)

b. “You will need a fire starter [lighter or matches], tinder, small kindling, large kindling, and fuelwood ...Wood that is aged, dry and brittle will burn best.”\(^{12}\)

c. “The three requirements for fire — heat, air, and fuel — must come together in the right ratio to burn properly.”\(^{13}\)

On the other hand, imagine that a person wants to prevent a fire. I suggest that they will tend to view fire as a downhill default \((25a)\), for which a single factor suffices. In websites dedicated to fire prevention \((25b)-(25c)\), fire is attributed to a single factor (children playing with matches; lint left in one’s clothing dryer), in contrast to the multiple factors discussed \((24b)-(24c)\) in literature for people who want to start fires.

(25) **Goal: Prevent a fire**

a. *Fire* (undesirable) happens when ...(each sufficient)  
   
   ![Diagram](match \(\downarrow\) dry wood \(\downarrow\) fire)

b. “Many fires have been caused by children playing with matches or lighters.”\(^{14}\)

c. “The most common cause of dryer fires is the result of lint build-up in the dryer.”\(^{15}\)

---


In other words, I argue that even the same event (fire) is given different causal models depending on whether a person views it as desirable or undesirable. There is no single correct model (Section 3.2); instead, the best model is the one that best guides action. Taking more (rather than less) action towards one's goal is always helpful, so if a person's causal model leads them to act on multiple factors each viewed as necessary-but-insufficient, they are probably more likely to succeed than if they act on only a single factor viewed as sufficient. A person who wants a fire is more likely to succeed if they act on a model like (24a); a person who wants to prevent fire is better served by acting on a model like (25a).

To illustrate, imagine that two camp counselors each want to start a fire. Multi-Factor Maya constructs a model for a fire requiring both matches and dry wood (24a). Single-Factor Sam imagines that just matches are enough (25a), assuming without question that dry wood will be present just as oxygen will. In fact, there is a rainstorm and the wood gets wet. Multi-Factor Maya planned ahead and brought a bag of dry wood along with matches. Single-Factor Sam only brought matches. Multi-Factor Maya succeeds in lighting a fire because her model led her to take more action towards her goal (bringing extra wood). Single-Factor Sam fails because his model ignored a key factor, leading him to take less action towards this goal.

Now, imagine that the two counselors want to prevent fire in a campground where fires are banned. Again, Multi-Factor Maya imagines that fire requires both matches and dry wood (24a); Single-Factor Sam imagines that just matches are enough (25a), again assuming without modeling it that dry wood may be present also. Multi-Factor Maya believes that the wood will be wet from Monday’s rain, so she leaves her matches out for children to find. Single-Factor Sam sees the matches as a fire hazard, so he hides them away. In fact, the wood has dried up since Monday. Single-Factor Sam’s campers stay safe because his model led him to take more action towards his goal (hiding the matches). Multi-Factor Maya’s campers are in danger because her model assumed the wrong value for a key factor, leading her to take less action towards this goal.

In other words, in case we are wrong about some factor that we ignored or mis-valued, we are better served by causal models that lead us to take more

---

16 As another example, a would-be parent may construct a model of pregnancy with many necessary-but-insufficient factors (ovulation timing, health of sperm and eggs, ideal balance of hormones, and so on), while a high-schooler is better off using a model in which pregnancy is caused by a single sufficient factor (unprotected sex).
rather than less action towards our goals. To do so, we should imagine multiple necessary-but-individually-insufficient factors for desirable outcomes, such that the absence of any of them suffices for an undesirable one. We should think like Multi-Factor Maya for good outcomes, and Single-Factor Sam for bad ones.

This analysis derives the Anna Karenina Principle that good events have many necessary-but-individually-insufficient causes while bad events have single sufficient causes. Rather than requiring events to be classified objectively as good or bad or stipulating that good versus bad events require different causal models, I suggest that people construct different causal models for the outcomes that they view as good versus bad. The Anna Karenina Principle emerges because, in the subjective and goal-dependent task of constructing a causal model, it is strategic to treat one’s desired outcome as an uphill battle requiring many necessary-but-individually-insufficient causes. Even without invoking the Goldilocks Principle that intermediate ranges are more desirable than extremes, this analysis predicts the key fact from Alves, Koch & Unkelbach (2017) that bad outcomes are heterogeneous: each one might involve the absence of a different necessary factor for the desired result.

5.2 Experiment: Causal models for desirable versus undesirable outcomes

On this proposed explanation for the Anna Karenina Principle, the same outcome should be assigned different causal models depending on whether it is viewed as good versus bad. This prediction was tested in an experiment. In each item, the same outcome (here, a fire in your living room) was randomly assigned to one of two conditions, one where you “want” it (26) and one where you “don’t want” it (27). The outcomes in the six experimental items (fire in your living room, wildflowers in your yard, and so on; (28)) were chosen so that it is plausible for a person to both want or not want that outcome, as rationalized by the “because” clauses (because fires are cheerful/dangerous, because wildflowers are beautiful/weeds, and so on).

In each item, it is then stated that the outcome (“indeed/nevertheless”) occurs, and then participants are given a binary choice as to whether “you had to do everything {right/wrong}” for this outcome, or whether “you only had to do one thing {right/wrong}”—in essence, asking whether they con-
struct a causal model in which this outcome required many necessary-but-individually-insufficient factors or a single sufficient factor.

(26) You **want** a fire in your living room, because fires are cheerful. After some effort on your part, you **indeed** end up with a fire in your living room. Which statement is more true?
   a. You had to do everything **right** for a fire in your living room to happen.
   b. You only had to do one thing **right** for a fire in your living room to happen.

(27) You **don't want** a fire in your living room, because fires are dangerous. After some effort on your part, you nevertheless end up with a fire in your living room. Which statement is more true?
   a. You had to do everything **wrong** for a fire in your living room to happen.
   b. You only had to do one thing **wrong** for a fire in your living room to happen.

(28) **Experimental items:** You {want/don't want} ...
   a. a fire in your living room, because fires are {cheerful/dangerous}.
   b. smoke in your oven, because smoke makes {delicious flavor/foul odor}.
   c. wildflowers in your yard, because wildflowers are {beautiful/weeds}.
   d. moss on your statue, because moss is {rustic/ugly}.
   e. a loud party in your basement, because loud parties are {fun/obnoxious}.
   f. a romance in your office, because romances are {heart-warming/unprofessional}.

(29) **Fillers:** You try to hasten ...
   a. a reconciliation between friends, because you are making peace.
   b. a pot of water boiling, because you are making pasta.
   c. a dough rising, because you are making bread.

The hypothesis is that the “want” condition should elicit more “you had to do everything right” responses, while the “don’t want” condition should elicit more “you only had to do one thing wrong” responses. Such a result
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would show that people construct different causal models for an outcome depending on whether they view it as desirable or undesirable.

After each item, a follow-up question (30) was asked as an attention check.

(30) Did you want a fire in your living room to happen? [Yes] [No]

At the end of the experiment, a final attention check asked participants to select the number equal to “half of ten” (i.e., 5).

The six items were presented in a random order on the Qualtrics platform and interspersed with three fillers (29) which used the verb phrase *try to hasten* and the adverb *fast* rather than *want/right* or *don’t want/wrong*—thus, a two-to-one ratio of items to fillers. Following a pre-registered plan, the experiment was presented on the paid Prolific service to 112 self-identified native English speakers geolocated in the United States; 11 were excluded for failing more than one attention check or for giving the same answer to every single question, leaving 101 participants for analysis. Data were analyzed in R ([R Core Team 2012](https://www.r-project.org)) using a binary logistic regression predicting “response” (“EVERYTHING” versus “ONE thing right/wrong”) as a function of Condition (“want” versus “don’t want”), with random intercepts for participants and items. The regression finds a 22.8% chance of an “EVERYTHING right/wrong” response for the “don’t want” condition (27), versus a 65.7% chance for the “want” condition (26), a highly significant effect ($\beta = 1.87, z = 9.98, p < 0.001$). The same result is found in a $\chi^2$ test on the response counts in a 2x2 (“want” versus “don’t want,” “EVERYTHING” versus “ONE thing right/wrong”) contingency table ($\chi^2 = 106.21, p < 0.001$). As predicted (Figure 3), the “want” condition (26) elicits more “you had to do EVERYTHING right” responses, while the “don’t want” condition elicits more “you only had to do ONE thing wrong” responses.

Grounding the Anna Karenina Principle, these results are consistent with the claim that desirable outcomes are assigned different causal models than undesirable ones. This principle arises from the deeper claim that people favor causal models that guide them to act on multiple fronts to achieve their goal. While a fire can be desirable or undesirable depending on one’s perspective, I suggest that the events described by positively-valenced words (*success, celebration*) will typically be assigned the causal structure of desir-

---

17 The intention was to run 110 participants, but 112 completed the study because two did so after the survey had timed out and Prolific had already recruited replacements.
able outcomes, while those described by negatively-valenced words (damage, problems) will typically be assigned the structure of undesirable outcomes. Thus, as a step towards to explaining why cause favors negative-sentiment complements, the Anna Karenina Principle links the logical structure of a causal model to the desirability of its outcome.

6 Why cause favors negative-sentiment complements

Putting all the pieces together, it is argued that a sentence of the form C causes E is true in more distinct contexts when E is a bad outcome with a single sufficient cause. The analysis is illustrated using success and failure to represent any good/bad outcomes. Imagine a simple causal model (inspired by Kun & Weiner 1973) where, following the Anna Karenina Principle, both work and luck are necessary for success; their conjunction is sufficient for success; and the absence of either is sufficient for failure.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Globally necessary <em>C</em> (success)</th>
<th>Globally sufficient <em>C</em> (failure)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Work causes Success&quot; is <strong>true</strong></td>
<td>&quot;Laziness causes Failure&quot; is true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Locally sufficient</strong></td>
<td><strong>Locally sufficient</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>work=1</td>
<td>work=0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>luck=1</td>
<td>luck=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>success=1</td>
<td>success=0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

-'Work causes Success' is **false**!
- Not sure if locally sufficient!
- Not sure if Success!

-'Laziness causes Failure' is true
- Globally, thus locally sufficient!
- Can surely infer Failure!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>some vars uncertain</th>
<th>all vars certain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>work=1</td>
<td>work=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>luck=??</td>
<td>luck=1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>success=??</td>
<td>success=1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3  The analysis, combining the logical asymmetry between necessity and sufficiency with the Anna Karenina Principle that good outcomes have necessary-but-individually-insufficient causes while bad outcomes have sufficient causes. *C causes failure* (globally sufficient) is true in a wider range of situations than *C causes success* (globally necessary).

As shown in Table 3, *work causes success* is true only in a state of full certainty about all relevant variables — namely, when we know both *work=1* and *success=1*, which also requires us to know *luck=1*. *Work causes success* is false in a state of uncertainty, when we know only *work=1*, because without knowing *luck*, we cannot infer *success=1*. In contrast, *laziness causes failure* is true both in the state of full certainty about all variables, and in a state where all we know is *work=0* — because even without knowing whether the person is lucky, *success=0* can be safely inferred.

Combining the logical necessity/sufficiency asymmetry and the Anna Karenina Principle, the proposal is that these ingredients shape language usage as observed in corpora. For example, since depression is an outcome that people generally aim to avoid, people may tend to assign it a causal model with single sufficient factors — complementary to happiness, which may be given a model with many factors that are each individually necessary but only
jointly sufficient. If depression is given a model with one or more individually globally sufficient causes, then a statement describing such a cause (*poverty causes depression*) can be true even when other factors are unsettled. In contrast, a complementary claim about a necessary-but-individually-insufficient cause—*wealth causes happiness*—is not true unless all other factors relevant to happiness (health, community, purpose) are fixed at the right values. If $C$ causes $E$ is more often true of bad outcomes, that explains why *cause* favors negative-sentiment complements in usage.

7 An alternative analysis: Causes as violations of norms

This paper's proposed analysis is defended over an alternative whereby *cause* favors negative-sentiment complements because it is used to profile norm violations and assign blame (Hart & Honoré 1959, Hilton & Slugoski 1986, Cheng & Novick 1991, Hitchcock & Knobe 2009, Alicke, Rose & Bloom 2011).

7.1 Insight: Cause as blame

In reality (highlighted by Mill 1843), most events depend on multiple factors: a house fire depends not just on a short circuit but also on the presence of electricity, oxygen, and dry wood (Mackie 1965). And yet in language, most tokens of the verb *cause* occur with a single noun as its subject, raising the “causal selection” question (Hart & Honoré 1959, Hilton & Slugoski 1986, Cheng & Novick 1991, Hitchcock & Knobe 2009, Neeleman & Van de Koot 2012, Baglini & Bar-Asher Siegal 2020, Bar-Asher Siegal, Bassel & Hagmayer 2021): how is one factor profiled over the others as “the” cause of the effect?

This literature has found that people are most likely to profile actions over inactions, unusual events over usual ones, and — most relevant here — norm-violating events over norm-conforming ones. Following Reuter et al. (2014) and Kominsky et al. (2015), imagine a computer security system which locks if two people are logged in at once. Alice and Bob both log in (a conjunctive scenario; both necessary) and the system locks. Experiments show that people are more willing to endorse Alice (31a) over Bob (31b) as the cause if Bob is supposed to be logged in while Alice is not, profiling the norm violator as the locus of blame (Hart & Honoré 1959, Hilton & Slugoski 1986, Alicke 1992, Hitchcock & Knobe 2009, Alicke, Rose & Bloom 2011).

(31) a. Alice caused the system to lock.
    b. Bob caused the system to lock.
To explain this pattern, Alicke, Rose & Bloom (2011) suggest that judgments of causation are moral judgments of blame: $C$ is more strongly profiled as the cause of $E$ when $C$ is blamed for $E$, because $C$ violates norms and/or because $E$ is undesirable. Here, it is not necessary for the system locking to be cast as undesirable; but it may be perceived as such because it is attributed to Alice’s norm-violating behavior. Such an explanation does not rely on a specific semantics for *cause*, but rather on the pragmatic process of selecting one among many contributing factors as “the” cause. Assuming that norm violators are pinpointed as “the” cause, then the consequences of their norm-violating behavior may tend to be negative, offering an alternative explanation of why *cause* patterns as it does.

### 7.2 Critique: Doesn’t work for sufficient causes

Icard, Kominsky & Knobe (2017), formalizing a mathematical account of causal selection, offer an alternative explanation for why the norm-violating Alice (31a) is profiled as the cause: that people consider counterfactual situations in proportion how normal they are, statistically or morally. People focus on the counterfactual where only normative events occur (where only Bob logs in); there, the system doesn’t lock, so Alice’s norm-violating contribution is chosen as the cause. Whereas Alicke, Rose & Bloom (2011) directly claim that *cause* is used to blame norm violators, Icard, Kominsky & Knobe (2017) derive that effect from the counterfactual situations that people consider most relevant.

These proposals come apart when applied to sufficient causes. Imagine instead that the computer security system locks if any *one* person logs in; Alice and Bob both log in (a disjunctive scenario; each sufficient) and the system locks. Now people are asked about the extent to which they endorse Alice (31a) or Bob (31b) as the cause of the system locking — again, a question of causal selection, in that we must select which of two individually sufficient factors to profile as “the” cause.

Here, in contrast to the conjunctive scenario above, Icard, Kominsky & Knobe (2017) show experimentally that people are more willing to endorse Bob (31b) over Alice (31a) when Bob is *supposed to be* logged in.

For Alicke, Rose & Bloom (2011), it is surprising that the norm-conformer is chosen as the cause, contrary to their claim that *cause* seeks to blame norm violators. But in the framework of Icard, Kominsky & Knobe (2017), people again consider the counterfactual where only normative events occur (where
only Bob logs in); there, the system still locks, so Bob’s norm-conforming contribution is chosen as the cause.

Whether or not one accepts the counterfactual sampling framework of Icard, Kominsky & Knobe (2017), the important point is their empirical finding: for sufficient causes, the factor that people tend to profile as "the" cause is actually the norm-conforming one, thus complicating the attempt to explain the negative collocation of cause using the idea that cause profiles norm violations. In fact, cause does not always profile norm violators, so an explanation built on that assumption would stand on shaky ground.

The norm-violating explanation for the negative collocation of cause faces even more trouble if it is connected to the Anna Karenina Principle. The Anna Karenina Principle states that good outcomes tend to have multiple individually necessary-but-insufficient causes whereas bad outcomes tend to have single sufficient causes (Section 5; which arises in turn, I argue, because people construct different causal models for the situations that they see as desirable versus undesirable). In disjunctive scenarios with single sufficient causes, Icard, Kominsky & Knobe (2017) find experimentally that it is actually the norm-conformer who is chosen as “the” cause. Putting these pieces together, one might arrive at the counter-intuitive prediction that bad events with single sufficient causes should be brought about by norm conformers. One might expect that normative behavior should lead to a good outcome, so it is surprising that norm conformers are connected to bad outcomes when we combine the causal selection theory of Alicke, Rose & Bloom (2011) with the Anna Karenina Principle.

In sum, although one might think that cause favors negative-sentiment complements because cause is used to profile norm violations, that explanation breaks down when it is applied to sufficient causes, for which Icard, Kominsky & Knobe (2017) show that norm-conforming actions are chosen as causes. But on this paper’s proposal, sufficiency is leveraged in the explanation rather than confounding it, which is a point in its favor.

8 Beyond cause

One might ask whether this analysis extends to cause’s more frequent cousin, because. If E because C is analyzed theoretically in the same way as C caused E (McHugh 2023), then perhaps because should also empirically be associated with negative sentiment.
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To test this prediction, I explored *because* in the same ten million words of data from AskReddit introduced above (Section 2). Using the SpaCy dependency parser (Honnibal & Johnson 2015), I identified all tokens part-of-speech-tagged as sentential conjunctions (sconj): *if, as, because, than, that,* and so on. I standardized all spellings of *because* (*cause, ’cause, cuz*). I excluded cases where the SCONJ introduces the complement to a clause-embedding verb (32).

(32) a. And I know that$_{SCONJ}$ millions more are just like me. (excluded)
b. I wonder if$_{SCONJ}$ that’s a thing in Korea? (excluded)

For each SCONJ token, I identified its main clause as well as the subordinate clause or prepositional object introduced by the SCONJ (33)–(34); then I gathered the sentiment of each of these according to the Hedonometer (Dodds et al. 2011).

(33) a. [I once failed a semester of college]$_{MAIN}$ [because$_{SCONJ}$ I spent every waking moment trying to get the golden sniper rifle in COD-MW]$_{SUBORD}$.
b. [It’s really because$_{SCONJ}$ of [the hospital beds]$_{PORJ}$]$_{MAIN}$.

(34) a. [So it would cost $1 for a dozen eggs]$_{MAIN}$ [if$_{SCONJ}$ you raise the hens yourself]$_{SUBORD}$.
b. [Also, I’ve had a cold]$_{MAIN}$ since$_{SCONJ}$ [November]$_{PORJ}$.

 Whereas *cause* occurs 226 times per million in the Reddit data and serves as the main verb in 512 clauses, *because* occurs more than ten times as often, at 2899 per million; it appears as SCONJ in 20,557 sentences. Comparing *because* to all other SCONJ (33)–(34), I find that *because* combines with slightly more negative main clauses (mean = 5.70 versus 5.89) and slightly more negative subordinate clauses (mean = 5.81 versus 5.97)—small effect sizes, but still highly significant (*p < 0.001*) in unpaired, two-sided *t* tests. In contrast, its prepositional objects (33b) are no different in sentiment from those introduced by any other SCONJ (mean = 4.55 versus 4.49, not significantly different in a *t* test). Figure 4 shows the mean Hedonometer rating for main clauses, subordinate clauses, and prepositional objects of all other SCONJ compared to *because*.

In comparing *cause* to other verbs above (Section 2), the most striking finding was that the direct objects of *cause* — the words describing its effect; *cause cancer, cause depression,* and so on — are more negative in sentiment
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Figure 4  Mean Hedonometer sentiment for all main clauses of SCONJ in Reddit data; all subordinate clauses; and all prepositional objects for all other SCONJ versus because. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.

compared to those of other verbs (mean = 3.96 versus 5.66). Turning to because, the most striking finding is that its main clauses — I failed a semester of college because (33) — are more negative in sentiment than those of other SCONJ (mean = 5.70 versus 5.89): again, the part of the sentence describing its effect. The difference is smaller for because, but the overall picture is the same: cause and because are both associated with effects (encoded as direct objects and main clauses, respectively) that are negative in sentiment. Thus, I suggest, because can also be included in this paper’s proposed explanation of why cause is associated with negative collocational sentiment.

Further widening the lens, the same research program can be expanded to other cases in which the sentiment associated with a lexical item can be grounded in the causal model proposed to handle its meaning. As inspiration, Baglini & Francez (2016) observe that manage suggests that its complement is desirable from the perspective of the sentential subject (I managed
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to win), and sounds ironic when combined with undesirable complements (*I managed to miss my flight*). They argue that *manage* presupposes the occurrence of a catalyst which is normally necessary-but-insufficient for the result, and asserts that on this occasion the catalyst was in fact (in my terms, “locally”) sufficient for the result. From the perspective of a party who instigated the catalyst, it is fortunate that other favorable conditions allowed the catalyst to be locally sufficient for the result, so that — just as I propose for *cause* — the sentiment of *manage* is derived from the causal model attributed to it.

Future work might explore *cause*’s near-synonyms, such as *make*, *produce*, and *bring about*, which seem to differ from *cause* in both meaning (Nadathur & Lauer 2020) and sentiment (Childers 2016, Hauser & Schwarz 2018). Work in the same tradition could also consider “adversative” (Chappell 1980) *get*-passives and causatives (*he got arrested, we got them to dance*), which can connote negative consequences for the affected party. Beyond English, this research program might illuminate why French *à cause de* ‘because of’ is famously identified with negative sentiment (Goosse & Grevisse 2008: p. 1383), in contrast to *grâce à* ‘thanks to’ which is positive. Even though many of these words seem to share a unified function of describing causation, it may be productive to adopt the assumption of “causal pluralism” (Copley & Wolff 2014, Bar-Asher Siegal & Boneh 2020): the idea that each word might have a different meaning to be defined using causal models, rather than a shared atomic causal core. Therefore, this paper opens up a research program of exploring how the sentiment of many different causal words can derived from the unique meaning of each one.

9 Conclusion

Aiming to explain why the verb *cause* tends to occur with negative-sentiment complements, it is argued that *C causes E* is true in a wider variety of uncertain contexts when *C* is a globally sufficient cause of *E* than when it is globally necessary. This inferential asymmetry is combined with the Anna Karenina Principle that good outcomes tend to have multiple necessary-but-individually-insufficient causes while bad outcomes tend to have single sufficient causes, so that *C causes E* is true in more contexts for bad outcomes than good outcomes.

By connecting formal semantics with the idea of sentiment used in natural language processing, this paper takes inspiration from Potts (2011), who
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derives the negative collocation of *not* from its core semantics and pragmatics; and more recently from Nouwen (2021). Nouwen observes that when an adverb is derived from a positive-sentiment gradable adjective (*pretty*, *pleasant*), it denotes a moderate degree of the property it combines with (*pretty/pleasantly hot*), whereas when it is derived from a negative-sentiment adjective (*terrible*, *painful*), it denotes an extreme degree (*terribly/painfully hot*). Nouwen suggests that positive-sentiment modifiers pick out the most desirable, moderate “Goldilocks zone” — not too much, not too little (Section 5.1) — along a property’s associated scale, whereas negative-sentiment modifiers describe unpleasant extremes. Thus, Nouwen brings together textual sentiment with an independently motivated principle about what counts as desirable in order to explain the interpretation of adverbial modifiers, just as I do here with the Anna Karenina Principle to explain the sentiment of *cause*’s complements.

Using tools from philosophy and statistics, this paper builds on recent work leveraging causal models in lexical semantics (Sloman, Barbey & Hotaling 2009, Baglini & Francez 2016, Nadathur 2016, Martin 2018, Nadathur & Lauer 2020, Baglini & Bar-Asher Siegal 2020, Nadathur & Bar-Asher Siegal 2022). With the proposed distinctions between global and local necessity and sufficiency, the paper contributes to that literature a framework for thinking about the common scenario where interlocutors may be uncertain about the causal model under discussion.

The subjective uncertainty of causal models is also used to ground an explanation of the Anna Karenina Principle, which transcends linguistics: I propose that people construct different models for the events that they see as desirable versus undesirable, strategically favoring causal models that guide them to take action on multiple fronts to achieve their goal. I leave it to future work to assess whether this explanation of the Anna Karenina Principle can be extended to other phenomena for which that principle is invoked.

Although it is just one word, *cause* deserves attention because the concept that it denotes is crucial to many domains of inquiry. This paper leverages tools from natural language processing and philosophy to explore how the formal, emotional, and distributional dimensions of *cause* are linked.
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